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Beyond the descriptive metadata


“…some of the decision-making information required by users is
evaluative rather than merely descriptive” (Lynch, 1995, p.1512).
 e.g., in print-world (book review or circulation and sales figures)
 e.g., in networked environment (user ratings, comments, experts’
review, usage information)



Literatures say…
 Annotation- Additional information created by users (Gilliland)
 Evaluation – narrative and subjective, such as a book or movie review, or may
be more formally expressed by content ratings, which utilize rating schemas
maintained by some authority (Caplan)
 Non-authoritative metadata - embeds the context of usage. (Recker & Wiley)
 Annotation metadata - any additional information which is separate from the
resource metadata (Arko at el)
 Third-party label - enables people to distribute electronic descriptions or ratings
of digital works across the internet in a computer readable form (Eysenback &
Diepgen)
 Evaluative metadata – a cumulative nature, meaning that annotation from
different users accumulate by time, as opposed to having one single authoritative
evaluation (Vuorikari, Manouselis,& Duval)

What is evaluative metadata?


Evaluative metadata is quality and contextual
information explicitly or implicitly contributed by users,
experts, organization or others.



Types of Evaluative metadata




Presentation in search results: Qualitative (text) vs.
Quantitative (numeric)
By whom: previous users, experts (peer-reviews), organizations
Method: Explicitly (e.g., user’s comment, rating, peer review,
organization’s choice) vs. Implicitly contributed (e.g., previous
users’ usage (the number of download or save))

e.g., MERLOT: Evaluative Metadata

User’s
Comments

Assignments

Editor’s Choice

Peer Review

Personal
Collection

e.g., MERLOT: peer review

Content Quality
Potential Effectiveness as a
Teaching Tool
Ease of Use for Both Students
and Faculty

e.g., MERLOT : users’ comments

Users (status) and
Comments

Rating
Used in classroom

Research Questions


How do users use evaluative metadata in the process
of document selection?


scanning Æ relevance judgment Æ decision making



Which types of evaluative metadata elements do users
most commonly used in the process of document
selection?



How does each types of evaluative metadata element
affect differently the process of document selection?



How do users’ knowledge and tasks affect the users’
uses of evaluative metadata?

Conceptual Framework

Specific Research Questions
Research Questions

Specific Research Questions
for Data Collection

How do users use evaluative metadata in
the process of document selection?

What cognitive processes do people use to
select information while using an
educational digital library?
What are the orders in which users review
metadata elements? Are there any common
routes?

Which types of evaluative metadata
elements do users most commonly used in
the process of document selection?

Which metadata elements do users most
commonly use to determine whether or not
to pursue the document?

How does each types of evaluative
metadata element affect differently the
process of document selection?

What criteria do users employ to determine
the usefulness/relevance of a document?

How do a user’s characteristics and task
affect the user’s uses of evaluative
metadata?

Does the task/ user’s knowledge of the
topic affect how users use metadata
elements for determining the usefulness of
the document?

Qualitative approach





Explore the usage of evaluative metadata in the
course of document selection.
Document selection process : a subjective, dynamic,
situational and affective process
Lack of existing literature on evaluative metadata in
the course of users’ document selection behavior
A setting that will encourage participants to freely
describe their thoughts and cognitive processes
during document selection.

Methodology





Main data collection method: Verbalization (think-aloud
and Interview)
Participants: Graduate students in School Media
Specialist and Education department in Florida State
University
Digital library: MERLOT: Multimedia Educational
Resource for Online Learning and Teaching
(www.merlot.org)

Data Collection Methods
Research Questions

Data Collection Methods

What cognitive processes do people use to
select information while using an
educational digital library?

Think-aloud
Semi-structured interview

Which metadata elements do users most
commonly use to determine whether or not
to pursue the document?

Think-aloud
Semi-structured interview

What are the orders in which users review
metadata elements? Are there any common
routes?

Think-aloud
Semi-structured interview

What criteria do users employ to determine
the usefulness of a document?

Semi-structured interview
Think-aloud

Does the task/ user’s knowledge of the
topic affect how users use metadata
elements for determining the usefulness of
the document?

Reference Interview
Semi-structured interview

Data Collection Procedures



Participants gathering
Questionnaires and Reference Interview (structured)





Training Merlot’s search result interface
Search






demographic data (gender, profession, status, knowledge & experience
of computer, internet, www, and educational digital library) and users’
information needs – paper and audio recording

based on both user’s information needs (keyword from users) and a
given task (keyword from researcher).
review the search results and make a relevance judgment in order to
decide whether or not to read or obtain the full-text document.
verbalization (think-aloud) – Video and Audio recording

Post Interview (semi-structured)


ask “why” questions and complement the comments of the think-aloud Audio recording

Data Analysis
Data Collection Methods

Data Analysis

Questionnaire

Descriptive statistics

Reference Interview
Think-aloud
Post Interview

Qualitative content analysis
1.Coding scheme creation
2. Transcribing
3. Coding

Thank you!

